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Thesis

•The%Perturbed%Equilibrium%Nonambipolar%Transport%(PENT)%code%
computes%the%Neoclassical%Toroidal%Viscosity%(NTV)%torque%across%
kine=c%regimes%in%generalized%geometry

‣ PENT%uses%the%“combined%theory”%[1]%developed%for%calculaIng%NTV%
across%kineIc%regimes

@ Emphasis:%Bounce%Harmonic%Resonances%&%general%geometry
@ Equivalence:%Kine=c%energy%in%equilibrium%stability%computa=on%(MARS@K)

•Here%we%will%point%out,%by%comparison%with%various%models,%where%
in%the%theory%simplifying%assump=ons%are%or%are%not%made%and%what%
effect%those%assump=ons%have%on%the%final%computa=on%

1
1Park,%Boozer,%Menard,%Phys.%Rev.%LeQ.%102%(2009)
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•Torque%from%nonambipolar%transport%in%non@axisymmetric%fields

•Perturba=ve%approach%valid%when%|Tφ|≪|2nδW|%➝%linear%MHD

•General%torque%expression%then%wriTen%using%the%perturbed%field,%
displacement,%and%perturbed%(anisotropic)%pressure

CompuIng%NTV%in%perturbed%equilibria
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•Torque%from%nonambipolar%transport%in%non@axisymmetric%fields

•Perturba=ve%approach%valid%when%|Tφ|≪|2nδW|%➝%linear%MHD

•General%torque%expression%then%wriTen%using%the%perturbed%field,%
displacement,%and%perturbed%(anisotropic)%pressure

•Perturbed%pressure%found%using%first%order%DriU%Kine=c%Equa=on

CompuIng%NTV%in%perturbed%equilibria
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Methods%diverge%when%forming%perturbed%
pressure%from%first%order%DriX%KineIc%EquaIon

•Semi@analy=c%methods%(limi=ng%regimes,%combined,%and%kine=c%
energy)%all%seek%integral%solu=on

‣ Bounce%average%isolates%nonZaxisymmetric%effects
@ Thin%banana%approxima=on%

@ Decoupled%bounce%harmonics%
@ Krook%collision%operator%

‣ Origin%of%kineIc%resonances%and%offset%rotaIon
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motion of particles. This Letter shows a new type of
bounce orbit created by BH resonances and provides the
first successful verification of the BH resonances in NTV
using a new drift-kinetic !f guiding-center particle code.

The new code, POCA (Particle Orbit Code for
Anisotropic pressures), has been successfully developed
and shows various essential NTV features, such as the
quadratic !B dependency, the 1=" and "!

ffiffiffi
"

p
behaviors

including the superbanana plateau, qualitatively and quan-
titatively in the zero !E limit [21]. As will be briefly
introduced later, the POCA simulation precisely follows
the guiding-center orbits without approximations such
as the regime separation, the limitation on trapped particles,
the zero-banana-orbit width, the large-aspect-ratio approxi-
mation, or the simplified collisionality. The highlight of the

extended POCA simulations that include ~E" ~B is the clear
verification of the BH resonances by periodically closed
orbits, which can be understood as modified banana orbits

effectively without the ~E" ~B precession drift.
Figure 1 shows typical examples for a modified banana

orbit of a particle by the fast ~E" ~B drift motion (Red),

compared to the original banana motion without ~E" ~B
(Blue). Figure 1(a) is for ð‘; nÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ with # ¼ 0:25 and
Fig. 1(b) is for ð‘; nÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ with # ¼ 0:5, where # is the
inverse aspect ratio. Here, the magnetic drift motion will be
ignored for a moment for simplification. Both orbits are
effectively not moving through periods, although one case

(Red) includes the fast ~E" ~B precession. One can see from
the Red trajectories in Fig. 1 that the toroidal motion is fast
when the particle moves up from the lower to the upper
turning point and is slow when the particle moves down,
since the parallel bounce motion and perpendicular ~E" ~B
drift can be added or subtracted for the toroidal motion. In
both cases, the particle can radially drift out fast with a
nonaxisymmetric perturbation, due to the absence of
phase-mixing effects. When a magnetic perturbation is
applied, a particle can drift off the magnetic surface since
the action J ¼ H

Mvkdl can no longer be conserved within
the surface. The radial drift can be random, but will be
rapidly increased to one direction when orbits are nearly
closed.
The increase of the radial drift by closed orbits is clearly

illustrated in Fig. 2, where particle trajectories at near-zero
precession, off resonances, and near resonance are shown
for the same time interval. Here, collisions are not intro-
duced for better graphical illustration, and a magnetic
perturbation ðm; nÞ ¼ ð7; 3Þ with the poloidal mode num-
berm is applied to produce the radial drift in the absence of
collisions. The large radial drift can be seen by the !E & 0
case in Fig. 2, as orbits are nearly closed without the
precession, often called the superbanana plateau resonance
[16]. As !E is increased (3!E <!b), one can see the
decrease of the radial drift, which is due to the random
phase mixing. When !E approaches the first BH resonant
frequency (3!E &!b), the radial drift increases since the
phase mixing is not effective with closed orbits. If !E is
further increased (3!E >!b), the drift decreases since the
phase mixing takes effects again. Note here that the radial
drifts are enhanced actually by nearly closed orbits, not by

FIG. 1 (color online). 3D particle trajectories of the closed
orbit with ~E" ~B (Red) compared to the original banana orbit
without ~E" ~B (Blue) in the nonaxisymmetric configurations for
(a) ð‘; nÞ ¼ ð1; 1Þ and (b) ð‘; nÞ ¼ ð1; 3Þ. The closed orbit of the
‘-class particle toroidally circulates ‘ cycles for n bounces as
shown.

FIG. 2 (color online). Projections of particle orbits on the
poloidal cross section at near-zero, off-resonant, and near-
resonant precessions. Particles radially drift fast at the near-
zero precession (superbanana plateau—Black) and at the
near-resonant precession (BH resonance—Red), while the drifts
are decreased at the off-resonant precessions (Blue, Green) due
to the random phase mixing.
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•Final%integral%solu=on%has%quadra=c%dependence%on%perturbed%
Ac=on%and%complex%resonance%operator

Despite%divergence,%final%torque%has%a%
common%form%in%all%methods
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Geometric%factors%in%perturbed%acIon%can%
contribute%significant%torque

•NTV%is%propor=onal%to%the%square%of%the%perturbed%Ac=on

‣ OXen%approximated%as%proporIonal%to%δΒ2

‣ δJℓ%also%contains%a%∇*ξ"term%from%change%in%arcZlength%contribuIng%to%the%
perturbed%Jacobian

@ This%term%is%oUen%dropped%under%the%assump=on%E≈μB
@ The%∇*ξ"can%become%very%large%with%realis=c%aspect%ra=o%and%shaping
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•Combined%model%can%be%
con=nued%analy=cally%
with%Reduced%Large@
Aspect@Ra=o%(RLAR)%
geometric%simplifica=ons

•
⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠:0
2

J (E � µB)r · ⇠

Geometric%factors%in%perturbed%acIon%can%
contribute%significant%torque

7

Solov’ev eq. 
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Geometry%affects%parIcle%orbits,%influencing%
sensiIve%resonance%condiIons
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Figure 1. Ion collisionality regimes for 2D and 3D contributions to
particle diffusivity Di ∝ NTV damping frequency µ‖. Transitions
occur at key frequencies: ion transit ωti ≡ vT i/R0q, E × B-induced
ε |n ωE |, superbanana-plateau radial drift ωsbp ≡ ε |n| ωd0 and
superbanana ωsb ≡ ε−1/2(δBn/B0)

3/2(|n| ωd0). The 3D Di and µ‖
become large (sbp regime) when ωE → 0 (short dashed curve)
where the radial motions of ions are limited by ωd0 instead of ωE .

ν regime [13]. Order unity logarithmic factors in [14] are
neglected here and in figure 1.) In table 1 and figure 1

ωE ≡ ∂&0

∂ψ
= − 1

niqi

dpi

dψ
+

cp

qi

dTi

dψ
− (t ' − Eρ

RBp
(11)

is the E × B-induced toroidal precession drift frequency
[13] that is specified in terms of the plasma toroidal rotation
frequency (t by (7). When ωE((t) → 0, radial ‘superbanana
plateau’ (sbp) drift excursions are limited by the precessional
toroidal drift induced by the reference (2D) gradient-B drift
frequency ωd0 ≡ vd0/R0. Ripple-trapping effects [17] are
discussed in the next section. Finally, 3D fields produce
transit (and bounce, drift) resonances that induce plateau-
like diffusion [10], which is highlighted in [20, 21] and
comprehensively evaluated in [22]. This last effect is
analogous to transit-time-magnetic-pumping (TTMP) effects
by RF waves [23]. Equation (40) in [10] provides a simple
estimate of it for rippled tokamaks.

Collisionality regimes. The applicable νi ranges for the
typically most important 1/ν,

√
ν and superbanana-plateau 3D

trapped-ion transport are illustrated schematically in figure 1.
Also shown are those for the standard 2D axisymmetric
(banana, plateau and Pfirsch–Schlüter), 3D plateau (TTMP)
and very low collisionality 3D superbanana [16] transport.
Since the 3D contributions from trapped (1/ν,

√
ν and sbp)

and transit-resonant particles (TTMP) arise from different
regions of velocity space, at a given ion collision frequency
their effects are additive. Note that when ε|n ωE((t)|
becomes smaller than ωsbp ≡ ε |n ωd0| the diffusivity Di

and viscous damping frequency µ‖ are predicted to become
large. Approximate multi-collisionality trapped-particle NTV
torque formulae that include the radial force balance constraint
and diamagnetic-level poloidal flow effects have recently been
proposed [16, 24, 25]. If ripple-trapping occurs, as discussed
in the next section, its effects [17] should also be added.

Initial experimental tests. Reduction in (t induced by
externally imposed non-resonant (m/n = 1/3) 3D fields
was first observed experimentally on DIII-D [26] where it
was compared with an adaptation of TTMP RF theory [23].
Magnetic braking induced by TTMP effects of field errors

Figure 2. NSTX experimental test [32] of the spatial profile and

magnitude of NTV-induced torque TNTV ≡ 〈eζ · ∇ · ↔̄
π

3D

i‖ 〉/ni

(theory) and TNTV ≡ δρ V ′ d(It(t)/dt (measured, for annulus
width δρ) induced by an applied n = 3 non-resonant 3D field.
Reproduced with permission from [32]. Copyright 2006 by
The American Physical Society.

Figure 3. NSTX experimental test [32] of the NTV torque shows
for n = 1δBn RFA effects are needed to obtain agreement with NTV
theory. For the radial scale see figure 2. Reproduced with
permission from [32]. Copyright 2006 by The American Physical
Society.

was explored for JET plasmas [27]. Reduction in the NTV
damping rate with the degree of stellarator quasi-helical
symmetry has been demonstrated on HSX [28, 29]. NTV
effects have been observed extensively in NSTX [30–33].
Figures 2 and 3 show the first detailed comparisons of NTV
theory (in the 1/ν regime) with toroidal torque data from
NSTX [32]; this pioneering paper introduced the ‘neoclassical
toroidal viscosity’ (NTV) terminology. In retrospect, the good
agreement shown in figures 2 and 3 is a bit fortuitous—because
later theory developments showed the hotter parts of these
NSTX plasmas were likely in the

√
ν regime where the NTV

torque is somewhat smaller, but the competing ‘Lagrangian’
effect (see section 6) induced by the plasma-response fluid
motion ξ, which increases δBn via variations along B0(x + ξ),
was not included. Recent estimates of n = 1 NTV effects
in JET [34] found them to be too small; however neither the
important RFA effects (see figure 3) nor Lagrangian effects
(see section 6) were included in those studies.

Experimental tests of offset. Damping of (t by NTV to
the offset frequency (∗ in (8), first highlighted in [35],
has been convincingly demonstrated in DIII-D using a n =
3 non-resonant magnetic field (NMRF) [36–38], as shown
in figure 4. These papers introduced the ‘offset’ rotation
frequency terminology. These studies also showed [37] that
the NTV torque was proportional to the square of the I-coil
current and hence to δB2

n . The offset frequency (∗ defined

4

⌫i

` = 0

!D ⌧ !E

[1]
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Geometry%affects%parIcle%orbits,%influencing%
sensiIve%resonance%condiIons

• Super%banana%plateau%is%a%consequence%of%ΛZresonance%singularity%

‣ Exists%“regardless%of%geometry”,%but%magnitude%sensiIve%to%geometryZdependent%freqs.
! Physics%lost%if%reduce%Λ%dependent%freqs.

‣ Important%computaIonal%challenge%[Satake,%PRL%107%(2011),%Logan,%Phys.%Plasma%(submiQed)]%
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Where%PENT%fits%in:%A%NTV%computaIon%
summary

•To%obtain%semi@analy=c%integral%
solu=on...

‣ Focus%on%decoupled%bounce%
harmonics%(PENT,MARSZK)

‣ Focus%on%pitchZangle%scaQering%
collision%operator%(MARS@Q)

10

•To%obtain%direct%solu=on...

‣ Focus%on%full%guiding%center%parIcle%orbits%(POCA%by%K.%Kim%NO6.00001)

•Each%method%has%its%strengths...

‣ Now%thoroughly%benchmarked%across%kineIc%regimes%

arc-length & C[f1]

passing 
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Tomorrow's%challenge%in%NTV%torque%
modeling

•Next%major%step%in%NTV%computa=on%is%self@consistent%torque%
calcula=ons

‣ Include%anisotropic%terms%in%iniIal%perturbed%equilibrium%calculaIon

‣ Include%other%rotaIon%effects%(inerIal%terms)%as%well

‣ "General%Perturbed%Equilibrium"%%

‣ δWk%implementaIon%in%MARSZK%[Liu,%Phys.%Plasma%15,%(2008)]%

‣ Under%development%for%coupled%IPECZPENTZPOCA%%solver%
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�J⇥B+ J⇥ �B�r · �⇧ = ⇢ [(v ·r) �v + (�v ·r)v] + �⇢ (v ·r)v


